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Abstract — We present an update of the Standard Model fit to electroweak precision data. We include
newest experimental results on the top quark mass, the W mass and width, and the Higgs boson mass
bounds from LEP, Tevatron and the LHC. We also include a new determination of the electromagnetic
coupling strength at the Z pole. We find for the Higgs boson mass 91+30
−23 GeV and 120
+12
−5 GeV when not
including and including the direct Higgs searches, respectively. From the latter fit we indirectly determine
the W mass to be (80.360+0.014
−0.013) GeV. We exploit the data to determine experimental constraints on the
oblique vacuum polarisation parameters, and confront these with predictions from the Standard Model (SM)
and selected SM extensions. By fitting the oblique parameters to the electroweak data we derive allowed
regions in the BSM parameter spaces. We revisit and consistently update these constraints for a fourth
fermion generation, two Higgs doublet, inert Higgs and littlest Higgs models, models with large, universal
or warped extra dimensions and technicolour. In most of the models studied a heavy Higgs boson can be
made compatible with the electroweak precision data.
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1 Introduction 1
1 Introduction
By exploiting contributions from radiative corrections, precision measurements, in line with accu-
rate theoretical predictions, can be used to probe physics at higher energy scales than the masses
of the particles directly involved in the experimental reactions. Theory and experimental data
are confronted and unknown model parameters are constrained by means of multi-parameter fits.
For cases where the parameter space is overconstrained it is possible to derive p-values for the
compatibility between data and theoretical model [1], and hence to directly assess the validity of
the model. Such an approach has been used in the Gfitter analysis of the Standard Model (SM) in
light of the electroweak precision data [2], which we revisit in this paper with updated experimen-
tal constraints. Global electroweak SM fits are also routinely performed by the LEP Electroweak
Working Group [3] and for the electroweak review of the Particle Data Group [4].
Assuming that the dominant virtual contributions to the electroweak observables arise through
vacuum polarisation loops, and that other corrections, such as vertex diagrams involving light
quarks, or box and bremsstrahlung diagrams, are scale suppressed, physics beyond the SM (BSM)
can be parametrised through so-called quantum oblique corrections, for which several parametri-
sations exist in the literature [5–13]. A popular choice are the S, T and U parameters [5, 6], which
have been computed for most of the prevailing BSM models. The S, T, U parameters are defined
with respect to a canonical SM reference so that, for SM parameters identical to the reference
point values, the parameters vanish in the SM. In that case, any significant non-zero value in at
least one parameter would hint at BSM physics.
In this paper we derive, for a chosen SM reference point, experimental constraints on the S, T, U
parameters, and compare them with predictions from the SM and various BSM models. We study
a fourth fermion generation, two Higgs and inert Higgs doublet models, the littlest Higgs model
and models with large, universal and warped extra dimensions as well as technicolour. We also use
the experimental constraints to derive allowed regions in the relevant parameter spaces of these
models. Several similar analyses have been performed and published in the past. We refer to
these in the corresponding BSM sections. The current analysis revisits these works and provides
a consistent set of BSM constraints derived from the most recent electroweak data and using
the statistics tools of the Gfitter framework [2]. Its modular design allows us to determine these
constraints directly in the fit, thus invoking known two-loop and beyond two-loop SM corrections.
The paper is organised as follows. The updated SM fit to the electroweak precision data is discussed
in Section 2. An introduction of the oblique parameter formalism is given in Section 3, where we
also present the experimental results, and discuss the predictions from the SM. Additional formulas
are provided in the Appendix. In Section 4 and subsections we discuss the oblique corrections for
the aforementioned BSM models and the corresponding constraints in the relevant parameter
spaces.
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2 The Global Fit of the Electroweak Standard Model
We present an update of the SM fit to electroweak precision data, the results of which will be used as
a reference throughout this paper. A detailed description of the experimental data, the theoretical
calculations, and the statistical methods used in the Gfitter analysis is given in our reference
paper [2]. Since its publication, the fit software has been continuously maintained and kept in
line with the experimental and theoretical progress. Here, we shall recall only the most important
aspects of the fit, outline recent changes, which mainly concern updates of the experimental or
phenomenological input data, and present a full result table together with representative plots and
a discussion of selected results.
2.1 Fit inputs
Standard Model predictions
The SM predictions for the electroweak precision observables measured by the LEP, SLC, and
Tevatron experiments are fully implemented. State-of-the-art calculations are used, in particular
the full two-loop and leading beyond-two-loop corrections for the prediction of the W mass and
the effective weak mixing angle [14–16], which exhibit the strongest constraints on the Higgs mass.
A modification to Ref. [2] is the usage of accurate parametrisations [17–20] for the calculation of
the vector and axial-vector couplings, gfA and g
f
V , which are computed at one-loop level and partly
at two-loop level for O(ααs).1 Small additional correction factors, determined from a comparison
with the Fortran ZFITTER package [22, 26], are used to accommodate heavy Higgs masses [34].
These couplings enter the calculations of the partial and total widths of the Z and the total width
of the W boson, which, due to the insufficient experimental precision, display a weak constraint
on the Higgs mass only. In the radiator functions [26, 32] the fourth-order (3NLO) perturbative
calculation of the massless QCD Adler function [35] is also included, allowing the fit to determine
the strong coupling constant with very small theoretical uncertainty.
The SM parameters relevant for the prediction of the electroweak observables are the coupling
constants of the electromagnetic (α), weak (GF ) and strong interactions (αS), and the masses of
the elementary bosons (MZ , MW , MH) and fermions (mf ), where neutrino masses are set to zero.
Electroweak unification results in a massless photon and a relation between the electroweak gauge
boson masses and couplings, thus reducing the number of unknown SM parameters by two. The
SM gauge sector is left with four free parameters taken to be α, MZ , GF and αS. Simplification of
the fit is achieved by fixing parameters with insignificant uncertainties compared to the sensitivity
of the fit. The final list of floating fit parameters is: MZ , MH , mt, mb, mc,
2 ∆α
(5)
had(M
2
Z) and
αS(M
2
Z), where only the latter parameter is kept fully unconstrained allowing an independent
measurement.3
1Up to two-loop electroweak corrections are available in Refs. [21–32]. All known QCD corrections are given in
Refs. [22, 26, 33].
2In the analysis and throughout this paper we use the MS renormalised masses of the c and b quarks, mc(mc)
and mb(mb), at their proper scales. In the following they are denoted with mc and mb respectively, and their values
are taken from [36].
3Using an external precision measurement of αS(M
2
Z) in the fit has been studied in Ref. [2] and found to have a
negligible impact on the MH result.
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Theoretical uncertainties due to unknown higher order terms affecting the predictions of MW and
sin2θℓeff [14, 16] are parametrised by δthMW ≃ 4MeV and δth sin2θℓeff ≃ 4.7 ·10−5. They are treated
according to the Rfit scheme [37, 38] as freely varying but bound parameters in the fit.
Experimental input
The experimental results used in the fit include the electroweak precision data measured at the
Z pole [39] (Z resonance parameters, partial Z cross sections, neutral current couplings4), their
experimental correlations [39], and the latest W mass world average MW = 80.399±0.023GeV [46]
and width ΓW = 2.098 ± 0.048 GeV [47].
Furthermore we use the newest average of the direct Tevatron top mass measurements mt =
173.3 ± 0.9 ± 0.6 GeV [48], which is interpreted in terms of a pole mass. It should be noted
that the theoretical uncertainties arising from nonperturbative colour-reconnection effects in the
fragmentation process [49, 50], and from ambiguities in the top-mass definition [51, 52], affect the
(kinematic) top mass measurement. Their quantitative estimate is difficult and may reach roughly
0.5 GeV each, where the systematic error due to shower effects could be larger [49]. Especially
the colour-reconnection and shower uncertainties, estimated by means of a toy model, need to be
verified with experimental data and should be included in the top mass result and uncertainty
published by the experiments. None of these additional theoretical uncertainties on mt is included
in the fit.
The top mass definition entering the SM pp→ tt+X inclusive cross section prediction is unambigu-
ous once a renormalisation procedure is defined and assuming no contributions from new physics
to the measured cross section.5 The latest extraction of the top mass from the tt cross section was
performed by the D0 Collaboration. Using a theoretical σtt(mt) prediction based on approximate
NNLO QCD that includes all next-to-next-to-leading logarithms relevant in NNLO QCD [53], the
top pole mass, derived from the measured cross section σtt(mt = 172.5 GeV) = 8.13
+1.02
−0.90 pb [55],
was found to be mt = 167.5
+5.0
−4.5 GeV [56].
6 A similar value for mt is obtained when using the
4We do not include the CDF and D0 measurements of the forward-backward charge asymmetry in pp→ Z/γ⋆ +
X → e+e− + X events, used to extract the sin2θeeff values 0.2238 ± 0.0040 ± 0.0030 by CDF [40], and 0.2326 ±
0.0018±0.0006 by D0 [41], as their impact so far is negligible compared to the precision of the combined Z pole data
in the fit, sin2θℓeff = 0.23143 ± 0.00013. Also due to lack of precision, we do not include results from atomic parity
violation measurements, and from parity violation left-right asymmetry measurements using fixed target polarised
Møller scattering at low Q2 (see [2] for references).
The NuTeV Collaboration measured ratios of neutral and charged current cross sections in neutrino-nucleon scat-
tering at an average Q2 ≃ 20GeV2 using both muon neutrino and muon anti-neutrino beams [42]. The results derived
for the effective weak couplings are not included in this analysis because of unclear theoretical uncertainties from
QCD effects such as next-to-leading order corrections and nuclear effects of the bound nucleon parton distribution
functions [43] (for reviews see, e.g., Refs. [44, 45]).
5In Ref. [53] the MS scheme is used to predict the QCD scaling function versus scale ratios (including the
dependence on the top mass) that, convolved with the parton luminosity and multiplied by (αS/mt)
2, determines
the inclusive tt production cross section. The experimental cross section measurement thus allows one to infer mt
and hence the pole mass (being the renormalised quark mass in the on-shell renormalisation scheme) from the ratio
of the corresponding renormalisation factors known to three loops [54]. The numerical analysis must account for the
dependence of the experimental cross section value on the top mass used to determine the detector acceptance and
reconstruction efficiencies.
6The quoted error on the extracted top mass does not include the ambiguity in the Monte Carlo top mass
interpretation.
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Figure 1: Contribution to the χ2 test statistic versus MH derived from the experimental information on
direct Higgs boson searches made available by the LEP Higgs Boson and the Tevatron New Phenomena and
Higgs Boson Working Groups [60–62] and the ATLAS [63] and CMS Collaborations [64]. The solid (black)
and dashed (dark red) lines show the contribution from LEP and Tevatron, while the dotted (light red)
and dashed-dotted (blue) lines indicate the constraints obtained from the 2010 data by ATLAS and CMS,
respectively. Following the original figures they have been interpolated by straight lines for the purpose of
presentation and in the fit. The light green area gives the combination of these measurements. Correlations
due to common systematic errors have been neglected in this combination. See text for a description of the
method applied.
cross section prediction of Ref. [57]. While the nominal electroweak fits in this work use the direct
Tevatron top mass average, we will employ the cross section based value for comparison.
For the vacuum polarisation contribution from the five lightest quark flavours to the electromag-
netic coupling strength at MZ we use the evaluation ∆α
(5)
had(M
2
Z) = (2757 ± 10) · 10−5 [58].7 It
includes new π+π− cross section data from BABAR and KLOE, new multi-hadron data from
BABAR, a reestimation of missing low-energy contributions using results on cross sections and
process dynamics from BABAR (cf. references in [58]), and a reevaluation of the continuum con-
tribution from perturbative QCD at four loops . Mostly the reevaluation of the missing low-energy
contributions has led to a smaller ∆α
(5)
had(M
2
Z) estimate compared to that of Ref. [59] used in our
previous fits. Reference [58] quotes a functional dependence of the central value of ∆αhad(M
2
Z) on
αS(M
2
Z) of 0.37 · 10−4 × (αS(M2Z)− 0.1193)/0.0028 around the given central value of ∆αhad(M2Z).
This dependence is included via the rescaling mechanism [2] in the Gfitter software.
This setup defines the standard electroweak fit.
7A mistake has been found in the published result of ∆α
(5)
had(M
2
Z) [58]. The corrected result used here is reported
in Version 2 of the arXiv submission [1010.4180].
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The complete electroweak fit also includes the information from the direct Higgs searches at
LEP [60], Tevatron [61, 62] and – for the first time – the LHC. We include results from the
2010 LHC run published by ATLAS (combining six different final states) [63] and CMS (H →
WW → ℓνℓν) [64], where correlations due to common systematic errors between these results are
neglected. Because in the electroweak fit we are interested in the compatibility of the SM (assumed
to be true) with the data, we transform the one-sided confidence level, CLs+b, reported by the
experiments,8 into a two-sided confidence level, CL2−sideds+b . This transformation reduces the statis-
tical constraint from the direct Higgs searches compared to that of the one-sided CLs+b, because
positive fluctuations (or signals), beyond the signal plus background expectation, are penalised by
the test statistics as are negative fluctuations (or absence of signals). The contribution to the χ2
test statistic minimised in the fit is obtained from δχ2(MH) = 2 · [Erf−1(1 − CL2−sideds+b (MH))]2,
where we add up the terms from the LEP, Tevatron and LHC experiments ignoring the correla-
tions among these. As the LHC results are statistics dominated this assumption should not be too
inaccurate. Nevertheless, an official combination of all the results by the experiments should be
encouraged. A more detailed discussion of our combination method is given in Ref. [2]. The re-
sulting δχ2 versus MH is shown in Fig. 1 for LEP, Tevatron, ATLAS and CMS individually (lines)
as well as their combination (shaded/green area). Note that the minimum δχ2 at MH ∼ 125 GeV
is not to be interpreted (in a Bayesian sense) as a “most probable Higgs mass”, but as an area
where the experimental sensitivity is not sufficient to either exclude nor confirm a Higgs boson.
The second column in Table 1 gives an overview of all the input quantities used in the fit.
2.2 Fit results
The standard and complete fits converge with global minimum values of the test statistics of
respectively χ2min = 16.6 and χ
2
min = 17.8 for 13 and 14 degrees of freedom, giving the naive
p-values Prob(χ2min, 13) = 0.21 and Prob(χ
2
min, 14) = 0.23, which have been confirmed by pseudo
experiments generated with Monte Carlo techniques.9 The minor improvement in the p-value of
the complete fit with respect to our earlier result [2] arises from the increased best-fit value of the
Higgs mass in the standard fit (see below), owing to the reduced electromagnetic coupling strength
at M2Z [58]. The new result reduces the tension with the direct Higgs boson searches.
The results for the parameters and observables of the two fits are given in columns three and four
of Table 1,10 together with their one standard deviation (σ) intervals derived from the ∆χ2 test
statistics.11 The correlation coefficients are given in Table 2 (for the standard fit).
8In lack of published CLs+b values by ATLAS [63] we approximate a chi-squared behaviour of the q˜µ test statistics
used [65] and compute CLs+b ≃ Prob(q˜1, 1), where the published p0 values have been converted into q˜0, and
q˜1 = q˜0 − 2LLR with the definition LLR = −2 ln(L(1, ˆˆθ)/L(0, θˆ)). A nearly identical result is found with CLs+b ≃
Prob(−2LLR+offset, 1), where the offset of 1.1 has been added to ensure positive values over the Higgs mass range,
and using the published LLR numbers only. These are the numbers used in the fit.
9The CLs+b obtained from the direct Higgs searches has been left unaltered during the Monte Carlo based p-value
evaluation of the complete fit. This is justified by the strong statistical significance of the LEP constraint, which
drives the contribution of the direct Higgs searches to the χ2min.
10It is noticable that the values of the four theoretical uncertainty parameters converge at the limits of their
allowed intervals. This is explained by their uniform contribution to the χ2 function but the necessarily non-uniform
values of the global χ2 function that depends on these theory parameters. The fit thus converges at the extrema of
the allowed ranges.
11We have verified the chi-squared property of the test statistics by sampling pseudo MC experiments.
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Results from global EW fits: Fits w/o exp. input in given line:
Parameter Input value
Standard fit Complete fit Complete fit MH ≡ 120 GeV
MZ [GeV] 91.1875± 0.0021 91.1874± 0.0021 91.1877± 0.0021 91.1959+0.0150−0.0148 91.1956+0.0141−0.0136
ΓZ [GeV] 2.4952± 0.0023 2.4959± 0.0015 2.4955± 0.0014 2.4952± 0.0017 2.4952± 0.0017
σ0had [nb] 41.540± 0.037 41.478± 0.014 41.478± 0.014 41.469± 0.015 41.469± 0.015
R0ℓ 20.767± 0.025 20.743± 0.018 20.741± 0.018 20.719+0.025−0.028 20.717+0.027−0.026
A0,ℓFB 0.0171± 0.0010 0.01640± 0.0002 0.01624+0.0002−0.0001 0.01620+0.0002−0.0001 0.01620+0.0002−0.0001
Aℓ
(⋆) 0.1499± 0.0018 0.1479± 0.0010 0.1472+0.0009
−0.0007 – –
Ac 0.670± 0.027 0.6683+0.00044−0.00043 0.6680+0.00040−0.00028 0.6679+0.00038−0.00027 0.6680+0.00038−0.00026
Ab 0.923± 0.020 0.93469+0.00009−0.00008 0.93463+0.00007−0.00005 0.93462+0.00008−0.00005 0.93462+0.00008−0.00003
A0,cFB 0.0707± 0.0035 0.0741+0.0006−0.0005 0.0737+0.0005−0.0004 0.0738+0.0005−0.0004 0.0738+0.0005−0.0004
A0,bFB 0.0992± 0.0016 0.1037± 0.0007 0.1032+0.0006−0.0005 0.1037+0.0003−0.0005 0.1037+0.0003−0.0005
R0c [10
−4] 1721± 30 1722.9+0.7
−0.6 1722.9± 0.6 1722.9± 0.6 1722.9± 0.6
R0b [10
−4] 2162.9± 6.6 2157.6+0.5
−0.8 2157.5
+0.5
−0.8 2157.5
+0.5
−0.8 2157.5
+0.5
−0.8
sin2θℓeff(QFB) 0.2324± 0.0012 0.23141+0.00012−0.00013 0.23150+0.00008−0.00010 0.23148+0.00010−0.00009 0.23149+0.00009−0.00010
MH [GeV]
(◦) CLs+b 91
+30[+74]
−23[−42] 120
+12[+23]
−5[−6] 91
+30[+74]
−23[−42] 120 (fixed)
MW [GeV] 80.399± 0.023 80.383+0.014−0.015 80.370+0.007−0.009 80.360+0.014−0.013 80.359+0.015−0.008
ΓW [GeV] 2.085± 0.042 2.093± 0.001 2.092± 0.001 2.092± 0.001 2.092± 0.001
mc [GeV] 1.27
+0.07
−0.11 1.27
+0.07
−0.11 1.27
+0.07
−0.11 – –
mb [GeV] 4.20
+0.17
−0.07 4.20
+0.16
−0.07 4.20
+0.16
−0.07 – –
mt [GeV] 173.3± 1.1 173.4± 1.1 173.7± 1.1 177.2± 3.4(▽) 176.8+3.1−3.0
∆α
(5)
had(M
2
Z
) (†△) 2757± 10 2758± 11 2756± 11 2729+57
−50 2730
+57
−46
αs(M
2
Z
) – 0.1193± 0.0028 0.1194± 0.0028 0.1194± 0.0028 0.1194± 0.0028
δthMW [MeV] [−4, 4]theo 4 4 – –
δth sin
2θℓeff
(†) [−4.7, 4.7]theo 4.7 4.7 – –
(⋆)Average of LEP (Aℓ = 0.1465 ± 0.0033) and SLD (Aℓ = 0.1513 ± 0.0021) measurements. The complete fit w/o
the LEP (SLD) measurement gives Aℓ = 0.1473
+0.0010
−0.0006 (Aℓ = 0.1469
+0.0007
−0.0005 ).
(◦)In brackets the 2σ. (†)In units of
10−5. (△)Rescaled due to αs dependency.
(▽)Ignoring a second less significant minimum, cf. Fig. 7 and Eq. (4).
Table 1: Input values and fit results for the observables and parameters of the global electroweak fit. The
first and second columns list respectively the observables/parameters used in the fit, and their experimental
values or phenomenological estimates (see text for references). The subscript “theo” labels theoretical error
ranges. Boldface letters indicate that a parameter is floating in the fit. The third (fourth) column quotes
the results of the standard (complete) fit not including (including) the constraints from the direct Higgs
searches at LEP, Tevatron and the LHC in the fit. In case of floating parameters the fit results are directly
given, while for (non-floating) observables the central values and errors are obtained by individual profile
likelihood scans. The last two columns give the fit results for each parameter without using the corresponding
experimental or phenomenological constraint in the fit (indirect determination), for the complete fit and
when assuming the Higgs mass to be known and precisely measured at 120 GeV, respectively.
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Figure 2: Comparing fit results with direct measurements: pull values for the complete fit (left), and results
for MH from the standard fit excluding the respective measurements from the fit (right).
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Figure 3: Determination of MH excluding all the sensitive observables from the standard fit except the one
given. Note that the results shown are not independent. The information in this figure is complementary
to that of the right hand plot of Fig. 2.
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Figure 4: Indirect determination of the Higgs boson mass: ∆χ2 as a function of MH for the standard fit
(top) and the complete fit (bottom). The solid (dashed) lines give the results when including (ignoring)
theoretical errors. Note that we have modified the presentation of the theoretical uncertainties here with
respect to our earlier results [2]. Before, the minimum χ2min of the fit including theoretical errors was used
for both curves to obtain the offset-corrected ∆χ2. We now individually subtract each case so that both ∆χ2
curves touch zero. In spite of the different appearance, the theoretical errors used in the fit are unchanged
and the numerical results, which always include theoretical uncertainties, are unaffected.
